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TIGERweb ...

- is a set of web-based mapping tools
- is a snapshot of TIGER, the Census Bureau’s spatial database
- allows users to view legal and statistical geography (boundaries) and physical features (transportation, hydrography) at different points in time!
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TIGERweb consists of browser viewer applications and map services (WMS and REST).
Toggle layers off and on

Expand to see more layers
Select various backgrounds
Sidebar options and task viewer
Locate Address results

Geocoder Results

Search Address
2102 Walsh View Terrace, Silver Spring, MD

Matched Address
2102 WALSH VIEW TER, SILVER SPRING, MD, 20902

Coordinates
Longitude: 77.04474°W
Latitude: 39.016758°N

Tiger Line
ID: 618599647
Side: L

Locate Address results
Scale bar and Extent

Zoom: 4
1000 km
1:36,978,595
600 mi
Current Extent (degs): [135.4639, 10.1195] [57.7686, 61.3858]
Questions?

geo.tigerweb@census.gov

Geography related questions: (301)763-1128
General questions: (301)763-4636